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CuMeOH Ka;wuo:HCuee - Bmopu<moe pa3/lOMHOe cmpyK
mypoo6pa3oeaHue eo eocmo<mou 'lacmu EaAKaHcKozo no
Ayocmpoea. TeKTOHH"!eCKHe CT)JyKTyp&I BO BOCTO"'HOW "!aC
TH EaJIKaHcKoro nonyocTpoBa !l>opMHpOBMHCb B 30He ,n:H
HaMH"!ecKoro BJIIDIHIDI KpamiiTH.lJ:HO-Bap.n:apcKoro JIHHea
MeHTa. BTopH"'H&re CTPYKTyp&r !l>opMHpoBaHHbi no ,n:JIHHe 
JIHHeaMeHTa B ycJIOBHJI npeo6Jia,n:aJOw.ero Jiesoro c,n:BHra. 
0HH Ha6JIJO)laJOTCJI Ha BceH: TeppHTOpHH EoJirapHH. Ha6-
JIJO,n:aJOTCJI 9 MarHCTpan&HbiX !l>paKTYP BHe KpamiiTH.D:HOW 
CTJJYKTypHoil: 30H&r, HMeJOW.HX cpe,n:Hoe HanpaBJieHHe 150°-
160°. C 3THMH !l>paKTypaMH CBJI3aHO o6pa30BaHHe MHO)J(eC
TBa BTOpH"'HbiX cTpyKTYP 6oJiee BbiCOKoro nopJI)lKa. IloKa-
3aHo HaJIH"!He H nepBOCTeneHHaJI IJ.HKJIH"'HOCTb rpynnHpO
BaHJUI CT)JYKTYPbl cy6rpynn&I A , KOTOpble B nJiaHe HMeJOT 
pa3IIIHpiDOUJ.YJOCJI K ceBepy Be·rtmJioo6pa3HYJO !l>opMy. Ee 
IIIHpOTa 6oJI&IIIe "!eM 500 KM. KaK npaBHJIO nepsoCTeneH
H&re CTPYKTyp&r A MeHJIJOT csoJO opHeHTHpOBKY OT 130-
1500 .D:O 90° C yseJik"'eHHeM CBOero OTCTOJIHHJI OT KpaHIII
TH.lJ:HOW cTpyKTypHoil: 30Hbi. EoJI&IIIHHCTBO CKJia,n:"'aT&IX 
CTPYKTYP reHeTwleCKH CBJI3&rnaeTCJI c 3THMH cTpyKTypaMH. 
Ha OCHOBaHHe BOJIHOBOfO U.HKJIH"!eCKOfO rpynnHpOBaHJUI 
CTPYKTyp&r A (B nJiaHe) H A

1 
(s pa3pe3e) o6ocHOB&maeTcJI 

Te3a "'TO pa3fiOMHaJI CeTb lPOPMHpOBaHa Hanpe)J(eHHJIMH, 
nOJIBJIJIJOUJ.HMHCJI BCJie)lCTBHH nepHO.ll:H"'eCKOfO H3MeHeHHJI 
cKopocTH ocosoro spaw.eHIDI Haiiieil: nJiaHeT&I. Pa3JIOM&I 
HHHIJ.HHpOBaHHble BO BpeMJI n03.ll:HOfO apxeJI H paHHOfO 
npoTepo3oJI, Ha6JIJO,n:aJOTCJI Ha sceH: EoJirapcKoil: TepHTO
pHH. B HaCTOJIW.eil: CTaT&e BblJICHeH&I npHHa,n:Jie)J(aUJ.He HM 
KHHeMaTH"!ecKHe H Mop!l>oJiorH"!eCKHe xapaKTepHCTHKH. 
llccJie,n:oBaHHbi cneu,HlPH"'ecKaJI poJ!b BTOpocTeneHH&IX 
CTPYKTYP B reoJIOrH"!ecKoil: eBOJIJOU,HH pemoHa H HX py.n:o
KOHTpOJIHPYJOW.ee 3Ha"!eHHe. 

Abstract. The tectonic structures in the eastern part of the 
Balkan Peninsula are formed in the zone of dynamic in
fluence of the Kraishtid-Vardar lineament. The second
ary structures are formed under conditions of predomi
nating right-lateral strike-slip faulting along the linea
ment. They could be observed all over the Bulgarian ter
ritory. There are 9 main fractures outside of the Kraishtid 
structural zone which have an average strike of 150-
1600. A large-scale secondary structure formation of 
higher degree is related to them. A first-order cycle of 
ordering of the subgroup A

2 
structures is presented, 

which has in map view a fan-like shape that spreads to 
the north with a width of more than 500 km. As a rule, 
the first-order structures A

1 
change their orientation 

from 130-150° to 90° with increasing the distance from 
the Kraishtid structural zone. Most of the fold struc
tures in the region are genetically related to them. An 
idea that the fault net is formed by the stresses caused 
by the periodical changes of the axis spin velocity of our 
planet is based on the wave-cyclic ordering of the struc
tures A

2 
(in map view) and A

1 
(in section). The faults ini

tiated during the Late Archean and the Early Proterozoic 
cross through all the Bulgarian territory. Their kinemat
ics and morphological features are shown in this paper. 
The specific role of the secondary structures about the 
geological evolution of the area is studied as well as their 
ore-controlling role. 

Kalaidjiev, S. 2005. Origin of secondary fault structures in the eastern part of the Balkan Penin
sula. -Geologica Bale., 35, 1-2; 19-38. 
Key words: secondary faults; eastern Balkan Peninsulil, Kraishtid - Vardar lineament, ore-control. 

Introduction 

In the present study all fractures that form ir
respectively of their size and rank secondary 

fractures are designated as primary (principal) 
structures. The fractures formed within their 
dynamic field of influence are described as 
secondary (second-order, accompanying, sub-
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ordinated, feathering). Each one secondary 
fracture can be considered as a primary one in 
respect to secondary fractures that are geneti
cally related to it. 

Experimental data of Stoyanov (CTOSIHOB, 
1977) confirm the origin of secondary fractures 
of the sub-groups A

2 
and A

1 
and a group B ac

cording to the theoretical model of Chinnery 
(1966, 1966a; Chinnery, Petzak, 1968). In case 
of horizontal displacements to the opposite di
rection the same structures are respectively 
called A

12
, A

22 
and B

1 
(Kanaii.Il)KHeB, 1997). 

Stoyanov (CTOSIHOB, 1977) demonstrated that 
the formation of the structures within the fault 
zones, their kinematics and space-morphologi
cal peculiarities are predetermined by the spe
cific local distribution of the deformations and 
the strain correspondent to the displacements 
along the faults . The formation of secondary 
fractures around an already existing or a pot en
tially existing primary fault plane is caused by 
the concentration of strains into the flanks of 
the faults. Their formation may be connected 
also to the horizontal displacements into shear 
zones. During deformation the main axes of ex
tension may change their orientations as well as 
the position of the two axes. Into the sectors of 
compression the axis of the maximal principal 
compressive stress remains horizontal. At the 
same time, depending on the weight of the cover 
and the magnitude of the transversal horizontal 
reaction, created by the surrounding environ
ment, the minimal principal compressive stress 
may be vertical or horizontal. In the first case 
strike-slip faults are formed, and in the second 
one, secondary thrust structures. The situation 
in sectors of extension is similar, where the mini
mal compressive stress remains horizontal. The 
axes of the other principal stresses may have dif
ferent positions. Strike-slips (subgroup A

2
) are 

formed when the axis of the maximal shortening 
remains horizontal. However, in condition of 
higher vertical loading (at deeper levels) the 
same stress may be in vertical position. The re
spective secondary shears will be of normal 
fault type. 

The so far studies of the author show, that in 
the real geological environment existing in the 
eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula the axes 
of the principal maximum and minimum com
pressive stresses have inclinations of 45° and 
135°, forming respectively strike-slip faults 
with a normal component and strike-slip 
faults with a thrust component. All fractures 
formed along the vertical component of the 
stress field are defined as A

2
, A

1 
and B

1
• 

Stoyanov (CTOSIHOB, 1977) demonstrates for 
the first time that some faults from the 
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Kraishtid Zone are formed following the 
mechanism occurring in the shear zones. 

Observing the regmatic network of the East
ern part of the Balkan Peninsula, Bonchev 
(I>oHqeB, 1971) determined 6 main fault sets, 
grouped into 3 orthogonal pairs. He con
cluded that the faults respectively called of 
"Kraishtid", "Berkovitsa", "Tvurditsa" and 
"Yablanitsa" orientations are formed under "a 
unified stress field with maximum principal 
normal compression stresses in the meridian 
direction, and maximal extension, in the equa
torial direction". 

The Preboynitsa Fault in the Western Balkan 
Mountains has been demonstrated as a natu
ral model for secondary structure forming. 
Based on personal studies, mainly in areas 
with endogenic mineralizations, Kanaii.IJ;)lmeB 
(1997) concluded that all tectonic fractures 
across the Bulgarian territory are formed ac
cording to the model of structure-forming into 
shear zones. After this model group A

2 
(320°-

600) includes . the faults of "Kraishtid", "Me
ridional" and "Tvurditsa" directions; sub
group A

1 
(90° -140°), - the faults of "Balka

nide" and "Berkovitsa" directions, and group B 
(60° -90°), - of "Yablanitsa" direction. As 
shown by Kalaidjiev (KanaH.IJ;)l(HeB, 1988) the 
cyclic arrangement in plan of the secondary 
faults depends on their distance from the pri
mary fault. Into the main dislocations of 
"Kraishtid" orientation the secondary faults 
form fans, opened to the North or South, de
pending on their location, respectively on the 
eastern or western fault block. 

Space distribution 
of the tectonic fractures 
in the eastern part 
of the Balkan Peninsula 

The tectonic structures in the eastern part of 
the Balkan Peninsula are formed into the zone 
of dynamic influence of the "Krashtid-Vardar 
Lineament", which is supposed to extend to 
the south into the Red Sea Rift Zone (I>oHqeB, 
1965, 1971). Zagorchev (1970) distinguished 
the Vardar and Strouma Rifts, and Gergelchev 
(reprenqeB et al., 1974, 1977) considered a 
"Strouma-Vardar Rift Belt". This is a primary 
structure of planetary scale. The first-rank 
secondary structures have been formed in a 
primary dominating dextral strike-slip dis
placement along the lineament. They are 
represented by sub-groups A

2 
and A

1 
and 

group B, being observed all over the country 



Fig. I. Map of the first-order secondary fractures and the most important endogenic mineralizations in Bulgaria 
I - Faults (numbered in circles): I - Belogradchik - Mesta fault; 2 - Preboynitsa-Beglika fault; 3 - Kostalevo
Mihalkovo fault; 4- Davidkovo-Ostritsa fault; 5 - Kobilyano-Kurdzhali fault; 6- Haskovo fault; 7- Merichleri 
fault; 8- Svilengrad- Nikopol fault; 9 -East Topolovgrad fault; I 0- Venelin - Tolbuhin fault; 11 - Trigora fault ; 
12- Balchik fault; 13- Rakovski- Gorun fault ; 14- Balgarevo fault; IS- St Nikola (Tyulenovo) fault; 16-
Kraevo fault; 2 - Areas with endogenic mineralizations (ore regions, fields, deposits, shows) and their main com
modities: 1 - Chiprovtsi ore field with the deposits Martinovo and Chiprovtsi; 2 - Govezhda ore field ; 3 - Lyutskan 
ore field and its deposits Zlata, Krishov dol , etc.; 4- Ruen ore field; 5 - Studenets deposit; 6- Gruncharitsa deposit; 
7- Vratsa-Izdremets ore region: Plakalnitsa, Izdremets and Osenovlak ore fields ; 8 - Kremikovtsi ore field ; 9 -
Buhovo ore field; 10- 12- Botevgrad- Etropole ore region: 10- Trudovets- Lakavitsa ore field; II - Vatiya ore 
field; 12- Etropole ore field; 13- Chelopech ore field ; 14- Medet deposit; 15- Asarel deposit; 16- deposits of 
Radka, Eleshnitsa, Vlaykov vrah, Tsar Asen, etc.; 17 - Mihalkovo ore field ; 18 - Smolyan deposit; 19 - 21 - Central 
Rhodope Mountain ore region: 19 - Laky ore field ; 20 - Davidkovo ore field; 21 - Madan ore field; 22 - Spahievo 
ore field; 23 - Zvezdel - Pcheloyad ore field ; 24 - Lozen deposit; 25 - Prohorovo deposit; 27 - Ustrem ore field ; 
28 - Varly Bryag ore field; 29 - Zidarovo ore field; 30 - Rosen ore field; 31 - Maiko Turnovo ore field (Remark: 
Numbering of ore areas from North to South and from West to East) 

and continuing into the Bulgarian sector of the 
Black Sea. Their so far established lengths are 
of few hundred kilometres. They have a space 
distribution as following: 

Structures A
2 

The first-rank structures of the sub-group A
2 

are located into the NW and NE quadrant. 
They are called Kraishtid and Tvurditsa struc
tures, respectively. 

So far, it has been considered, that outside of 
the Kraishtid Structural Zone fractures of 
such orientation are rare (EoHqeB, 1971 ). Only 
some fault zones have been mentioned as: the 
fault line Seltse, Preboynitsa Fault, as well as 
some unnamed faults from the Sliven Stara 
Planina Mountain. However, the studies of 

Paskalev (ITacKaJleB, 1983, 1989) into the last 
region do not confirm the existence of signifi
cant faults of this orientation. 

To the East of the Kraishtid Structural Zone, 
nine main (regional) fractures are established 
(Fig. 1 ), and namely, Belogradchik-Mesta, Pre
boynitsa-Beglika, Kostal eva-Mihalkovo, Da
vidkovo-Ostrilsko, Kobilyano-Kurdzhali, Has
kava, Merichleri, Svilengrad-Nikopol and 
Eastern Topolovgrad ones. They strike 140-
1750, mainly 150-160°, forming a 230 km wide 
strip~ To these Kraishtid structures is related 
the general structure-forming process over the 
Bulgarian territory (Kalaidjiev, 1977, KaJlaii
.JJ)KHeB, 1997, 1998). The distance between the 
single structures is from 15-20 to 40 km, with 
an average of 25 km. 
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Belogradchik-Mesta Fault 

It extends across all the country. In the West
ern Fore-Balkan it may be identified with the 
Belogradchik Old Cimmerian Fault (TpOHKOB, 
1963) of a very high rank. In the Western 
Balkan it has been traced by geophysical data 
up to the Kopren Peak (06peTeHOB, HocH¢os, 
1980) and obviously crosses the state border. 
In these localities its average strike is 160°. 

To the SSE the fault strikes 170°-175° and cuts 
the Vitosha Mountain. At the eastern end of 
Vladaya Village the fault displaces by 600 m with 
a .right-lateral movement the bed of Vladayska 
River. However, the fault surface is not exposed. 

At the western end of the saddle Sedloto 
(about 2.3 km to the west of Cherni Vruh Peak) 
this regional fracture may be partly observed. It 
is shown as a zone of fracturing 50-60 m wide, 
cutting the syenites of the Vitosha Pluton. The 
rocks are silicified, strongly deformed and cut 
into single vertical or highly inclined and 
curved plates (Fig. 2). Slickenslides with stria-

Fig. 2. Partial outcrop of the zone of the Belogradchik
Mesta fault in Vitosha Mountain along the west bound
ary of the Sedloto saddle (about 2.3 km to the West of 
Cherny Vrah peak). Monzonites, Vitosha pluton. Aver
age direction of the fractures in the outcrop is 1 70° 

Fig. 3. Sivata Gramada peak (at .the foreground), built up 
of hydrothermal quartz infilling the Belogradchick-Mesta 
fault along the southern slope of Vitosha Mountain. Aside 
- to the NNW direction could be outlined Yarlovski 
Kupen peak to which is orientated the main dislocation 
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tions are quite typical. The strike of the fault in 
this place is 170-175°. As a result of neotectonic 
activity the ridge of Vitosha Mountain has been 
displaced about 600 m. The western part of the 
mountain ridge strikes at 90°, but the eastern 
part is convex to the south. 

The displ~cement has also a normal compo
nent, uphftmg the eastern part in which are 
located all picks higher than 2100 m. Farther 
to the SSE on the southern slope of the moun
tain the fault crosses the Sivata Gramada 
Peak (named Siva Gramada normal Fault, 
unpublished data of Kostadinov et al., 1974). 
The fault is also shown on the geologic map 
1:100 000, sheet "Pernik" (3aropqes et al., 
1991). The eastern block is uplifted by 500 m. 
In this locality the fault is exhibited as a zone 
of hydrothermal alteration with metasomatic 
quartz exposed on a surface of over 150 000 m2 

(Fig. 3). Some tinting caused by limonite is 
characteristic. The quartz is cut by numerous 
joints. 

The average strike of the fault in the Vitosha 
Mountain is 150°. On the northern and west
ern slopes of Vitosha Mountain the river beds 
exhibit a tendency to change their directions, 
depending on the distance from the fault sur
face. Obviously the orientation of the river sys
tem on the northern slope of Vitosha Moun
tain is predetermined by A

2 
structures, ar

ranged in a 15-16 km wide "fan" opened to 
the north. To the SE the faults crosses Plana 
Mountain, where should be identified with. 
the Belorechki Fault of Ignatovski (.HrHa
TOBCKH, 1995). In the eastern wall of this 
fault is located the mineral deposit Studenets. 
Here, . several structures of subgroup A. 
change their trend taking away from the fault 
surface. 

In the northern part of Rila Mountain the 
fault is expressed by two fractures of 160-165° 
trend (unpublished data of Vulkov et al. 
1981 ). The western one is limiting the western 
end of the Govedartsi Graben and is 9 km long 
(MapHHOBa, 1991 ). Further to the SW the re
gional dislocation is represented by the 
Osenovo-Ribnovo Fault Zone (unpublished 
data of Vulkov et al., 1977, 1981; MapHHOBa, 
Ka.u;KoB, 1990). This fault is limiting froin the 
NE the Mesta Graben and is 40 km long. To 
the SSW of Baldevo Village the Osenovo
Ribnovo Fault Zone is joining the Mesta Fault 
(.RpaHOB, 1960), becoming a single structure 
(MapHHOBa, Ka.u;KoB 1992). 

Preboynitsa -Beglishki Fault 
It may be followed across the entire Western 
Balkan, between the town of Montana and the 



Sofia Field. To the SSE the fracture may be 
traced in Rila Mountain (first established by 
Hadjiev, 1972, unpublished data), near the re
sort Kostenets . The fault is characterized by a 
150-200 m broad zone of mylonitization and 
cataclasis into the "Rila Granite" and trends at 
150°. The fault surface may be observed di
rectly in the road-cut between the resort and 
the village of the same name. The rocks are 
strongly deformed and hydrothermally altered 
in a 100 m wide strip, where an old mine, prob
ably for uranium exploration may be seen. Far
ther to the SSW the dislocation goes into the 
Rhodope Mountains, where it has been firstly 
described by Kozhuharov et al. , 1956 (unpub
lished data) to the SSE of Velingrad Town and 
coincides with the axis of the South Rhodopian 
Syncline. The fault has been named Beglishki 
Fault (KepeKoB, 1961). It may be observed in
side the main tunnel for water supply for the 
hydropower station Batak, as a 100 wide zone 
of brecciation on the contact between marbles 
and rhyolites. Into the marbles are found big 
joint, infilled with rhyolites. The so far estab
lished length of the Preboynitsa-Beglishki fault 
is over 200 km. 

Kostalevo-Mihalkovo Fault 

Within the limits of the Western Balkan this 
fault has been followed between the gorge of 
Iskur River and the mountain passes Vitinya 
and Arabakonak (Kanaii;J;:>KHeB, 1977; 1997), 
passing farther to the SSE into the Sredna 
Gora Mountain between the peaks Golya 
Vruh (from west) and Vuyuvitsa (from east). 
Here, as well as along the Bebresh River a sig
nificant length of the fault is represented by a 6 
km wide zone, limited by two single faults. The 
western one being a direct prolongation of the 
Central Vitinya Fault of the Western Balkan, 
defined by Kalaidjiev (Kanaii;J;:>KHeB, 1983). 
Locally, in the Sredna Gora Mountains the 
same structure has been described as 
Sersemitsa strike-slip fault (ll.aHKOB, 1961 ). 
Therefore it has to be named Central Vitinya -
Sersemitsa Fault. Its length is over 20 km. Dif
ferent segments of the fault show variable di
rection of strike-slip and downthrow normal 
motions bringing in contact rocks of different 
ages. The average strike of the fault is 165°. 
The eastern prolongation of the Kostalevo 
dislocation in Sredna Gora Mountains is the 
Smolski Fault. This is a newly established 
structure with an average strike of 160° and a 
dextral strike-slip displacement of about 
lOrn. 

Another long-living fault from the Pana
gyurishte strip is the Milaski strike-slip fault 

(ll.aHKOB, 1961 ). This is a structure of A
2 

type 
of meridian trend. 

The prolongation of this fault in the 
Rhodope Mountains coincides with the Mi
halkovo Fault Zone (Ko)!(yxapoB, 1965) with a 
width of 10 km (Ko)!(yxapoB, 1990). Locally 
the fault is expressed by single fractures with 
normal displacement of over 500 m. Boyanov 
and Kozhuharov (EoSIHOB, Ko)!(yxapoB, 1968) 
have named the same structure Madan
Mihalkovo Fault Zone trending at 140-160°, 
including in it also the fractures hosting the 
ore veins of the Madan Ore Field. They are 
considered as secondary structures of sub
group A

2 
formed into the eastern block of the 

fault belt. On Bulgarian territory the total 
length of the regional fault is over 250 km. 

Davidkovo-Ostritsa Fault 
Its southern part has been described in the 
Davidkovo Ore Field as a dextral strike-slip 
fault (Ha¢Tan:a, 1977; Ha¢Tan:a, Man:aHoB, 
1988). To the NW it is expressed as a single 
fault crossing the Borovitsa volcano-tectonic 
depression (l1BaHOB, 1972) and passing to the 
west of the town of Plovdiv. This segment of the 
regional fault is about 40 km long, and strikes 
at 150°. Farther to the NW as its prolongation 
is considered the Ostritsa strike-slip fault, es
tablished by Ivanov and Haydutov (lfBaHoB. 
Xaii:.n;yToB, 1971). This fault trends at 150°, 
with a horizontal displacement of 800 m. 

Kobiliyano-Kurdzhali Fault 
It has been established and named by 
Kozhuharov (Ko)!(yxapoB, 1971). Its part in the 
vicinities of Kurdzhali represents a 7 km broad 
fault zone which trends at 150°-155°, consist
ing of several single fractures (Ko)!(yxapoB et 
al., 1989). To the NNW, it passes into the 
Stremtsi Fault (Crr:ap:aeB, 1961). The total 
length of the regional dislocation is 1 00 km. 

Haskovo Fault 

After Boyanov and Kozhuharov (EoSIHOB, 
Ko)!(yxapoB, 1971 ), it represents a dislocation of 
high rank, trending at 160-170° "limiting the 
Harmanli-Sakar Block from the eastern located 
North eastern Rhodopian Depression". The 
same authors suggest its significant role already 
in the Precambrian. They estimate the vertical 
displacement on the fault of over 2 km. To the 
NW the fault zone may be followed across the 
Balkan and Fore-Balkan Mountains as single 
fractures in a 4 km wide fault belt, with varying 
trends from 140° to 160-165° (lJerrmTeB et al., 
1993; Xp:acqeB et al., 1990). 

The general trend of the fault across the 
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country coincides with the "Olt-Osum trans
regional photo lineament", from the cosmic
techmic map of Bulgaria (Katskov et al., 
1985). We consider this motion as unsuitable, 
because the valleys of the rivers Olt (in Roma
nia) and Osum (in Bulgaria) are located at 
some 40 km to the east, thus coinciding with 
the Svilengrad-Nikopol Fault. 

Merichleri Fault 

It has been first established by Brunkin 
(EpbHKHH, 1962) as 3-4 single structures in a 2 
km wide zone in the vicinity of Merichleri 
Mine (vicinity of Dimitrovgrad in Fig. 1). It 
may be followed to the SE (Eosmos et al., 1990; 
Ko)l(yxapos, 1987) and NW (UaHKOB et al., 
1992) up to Danube River (EoH'IeB, 1971, its 
Fig 15). 

Svilengrad-Nikopol Fault 

It is shown on the cosmic-tectonic map of Bul
garia (Katskov et al., 1985) as a trans-conti
nental photo lineament, crossing Bulgaria. To 
the southeast of Kazanluk Town (Fig. 1) the 
fault represents an 8 km wide zone, consisting 
of three fractures (SE of Stara Zagora) with a to
tal displacement of 1.5 km (UaHKOB et al., 1995). 

The Merichleri and Svilengrad-Nikopol 
faults are accompanied by numerous second
ary faults, especially in the vicinity of Gabrovo. 
They are arranged in a fan with gradually 
changing strike from west to east: 3550, 0°, 15°, 
350. 450. 40°, 25°, 0°. These faults are grouped 
into two cycles, determining them as struc
tures belonging to A

2 
subgroup, formed re

spectively into the eastern block of Merichleri 
or western one of Svilengrad-Nikopol faults. 
The width of each single cycle is 12-13 km. 
During the Old Cimmerian tectonic phase the 
block enclosed between the main bordering 
fractures was subsided, but uplifted during the 
Late-Alpine time. 

Eastern Topolovgrad Fault 

The fault has a trend of 150° in it southern part 
(Ko)l(yxapos et al., 1990). To the north to this 
dislocation belongs the fault controlling the 
mineral springs near Korten Village (to the 
west of Sliven) (CrrHpHeB, 1960) and farther to 
the north-east (EoH'IeB, 1971). 

Into the western part of Bulgaria faults be
longing to the Kraishtid system are dominat
ing, however faults of the Tvurditsa system are 
also found like: Timok Fault (CHKOIIIeK, 1955), 
Olt Fault (EoH'IeB, 1971), Iskur Fault (ATa
Hacos et al., 1974). To the east of the town of 
Stara Zagora faults of Tvurditsa orientation 
are sharply dominating. They are expressed by 
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the well known Byala Palanka, Ptichevo, 
Avren, Toundzha, as well as other faults. 

To the east of Yambol, structures of Kraishtid 
orientation are completely missing. In the 
north-eastern part of the country, to the east of 
Dobrich several structures belonging to the 
Tvurditsa Fault system are established. They 
have a very typical arrangement from west to 
east: Venelin-Tolbouhin Fault (0°), Trigor and 
Balchik (15-20°), Rakovo-Gorounia (35°), 
Bulgarovo, Sveti Nikola (Tyulenovo) and 
Kraevo ( 40°). This regular change in the direc
tion drifting away from the planetary disloca
tion determines them as structure from A

2 
sub

group. They belong to a cycle of second order, 
which is more than 80 km wide. 

Structures A
1 

The faults of this set called Berkovitsa System 
(EoH'IeB, 1971) are easily followed in the field 
due to their parallel alignment to the fold 
structures. So far, they are the best studied 
fractures from the eastern part of the Balkan 
Peninsula. They have significant rates of verti
cal displacement, reaching up to several 
kilometres. 

The faults of the set have a general trend of 
11 oo (not considering such of 90° trend), but 
the dispersal reaches up to 40°. This fact gave 
motivation to Bonchev (EoH'IeB, 1971) to dis
tinguish two systems: Berkovitsa (11 0-125°) 
and "a steep Berkovitsa system (also called 
Berkovitsa A, or Stanyovo) of 130-145° trend". 
In fact, this dispersing is due to the regular 
change of the directions of A2 structures, with 
drifting away from the main fault of 140° (up 
to 150°), in. the close located part or of 90° 
trend in the more distanced part. This regular
ity is well expressed by the space distribution of 
the secondary fractures around the Strouma 
Fault Zone, in the Kresna Gorge (south of 
Blagoevgrad). Here are distinguished 4 main 
faults (MOCKOBCKH, reoprHeB, 1970) striking 
165°, accompanied by secondary fractures of: 
first (140° trend), second (115° trend) and third 
(90° trend) order. Similar changes of the strike 
(from 145 to 90°) of the Pop-Sokolets Fault are 
observed in the eastern block of the Pre
boynitsa dislocation (KaJiaii:,n;)I(HeB, 1997). 

The first-rank secondary structure (A
1
) of 

the Kraishtid-Vardar Lineament are repre
sented by the well-known Stara Planina Fron
tal Stripe, Iskrets Dislocation, Sub-Balkan, 
Fore-Balkan, Maritsa, Shiroka Luka, etc., 
faults. They are characterized by their regular 
arrangement in respect to the Kraishtid Struc
tural Zone (SW Bulgaria). Close to it the trend 
is 130-150° reaching 90° to the East. 



Structures B 

They are better studied in the West Balkan 
Mountains, where they are accompanying the 
Preboynitsa Dislocation (KaJiai1:,rJ)KHeB, 1997). 
In general they are transversal to the main 
fault. Their trend is 70-80°, but reaches up to 
120° (Milanovo Fault). Some faults in the vi
cinities of Iskur Gorge show horizontal dis
placements up to 3 km (Kotlya Fault) and ver
tical of 800 m (Dinkovo Fault). However, the 
length of the single fractures from the Vratsa 
Mountain does not exceed 10 km. 

Along the structures of group B are formed 
the: "Yablanitsa Line, Iskur-Vit Depression, 
Diagonal Swell, Lyulyakovo Depression, 
Kyustendil Fault" as defined by Bonchev 
(EoHqeB, 1971). 

Kinematics and morphological 
peculiarities 
of the secondary fractures 

The structure and the kinematics of the geneti
cally related to the normal displacement sec
ondary fractures do not depend on the direc
tion and the sign of the horizontal displace
ment along primary fractures A

2
, A

1 
and B. 

However, the arrangements of the secondary 
fractures from the subgroup A

2 
along the lat

eral and of sub-group A
1 

along the upthrow 
component are specific. The following de
scription is based on that fact. The established 
regularities are result of the interpretation of 
some published and unpublished materials as 
well as based on the field observations of the 
author. 

Secondary fractures along 
the downthrow 
of main dislocations 

In a cross-section view the secondary fractures 
A2, A1 and B

1 
into areas of pressure have a ver

gence analogous to this of the primary frac
tures, but have a lower dip. They occur as nor
mal faults (Al ·P), which become less steeper 
away from the main fault. Into areas of exten
sion they represent normal faults (A2-P), which 
pass into reverse faults (A2-b), of opposite ver
gence, as far as they get away from the main 
fault, having a fan-shape up opened (Fig. 4). 
Into the second block of the main fracture the 
fan is down opened. 

Some field examples may be given. Into the 
Rosen Ore Field (Eor,IJ:aHoB et al., .1969) the 
ore veins are hosted into fractures of subgroup 
A2 trending to the N-NE. The main fracture is 
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hosting ore zone No 7 (Eor,IJ:aHoB et al. , 1969), 
representing a normal fault of eastern ver
gence and downthrown western block. To the 
west the secondary fractures of opposite ver
gence become less inclined as they get away 
from the main fault: 80° ore vein No 6, 75° ore 
vein No 8 and 70° ore vein No 3, exhibiting a 
reverse movement. These are A2-B structures. 
The same peculiarities may be observed in the 
Meden Rid, Stahanov and Vurli Bryag Ore 
Deposits (Eor,IJ:aHOB et al., 1969), where the ore 
veins are respectively hosted by (A2-P), (Al-P) 
and (A2-b) structures. 

In the Rouen Ore Field (MbHKOB, 1988) ore 
hosting are A

1 
in plan structures of 115-135° 

trend and normal displacement (reopmeB et 
al., 1986). Numerous second order normal 
fractures are formed in both their blocks, host
ing ore mineralizations. In a cross-section view 
they join the main displacement plane from 
the side of the active wall under an obtuse 
angle. They represent (Al-P) structure (Fig. 5). 
The steep (vertical) accompanying fractures 
"having a character oi extension" (reopmeB et 
al., 1986) and which are favourable for the 
forming of ore columns, form an acute angle 
with the main fault plane into the moving 
block. These are fractures with normal dis
placement (A2-P) which away from the main 
fracture pass into (A2-B) reverse faults. They are 
very well manifested on the published by 
MbHKOB (1988) sketch of a face of a mining 
opening in Ruen deposit (Fig. 27 in the same 
paper). According to the sketch, vertical and 
steep dipping to the NE normal faults (A2-P) in 
the hanging wall are formed, hosting ore veins. 
The secondary order fractures in the foot wall 
of the same dislocation are presented by 
thrusts (A 2-b,) which ore-controlling role is 
slightly expressed. 

Based on data from a different ore region the 
(N-B) structures are favourable for ore hosting, 
because they represent A

2 
opened in map view 

fractures (Fig. 6). In this case the fractures of 
subgroup A

2 
located in the NE quadrant are ac

companying a normal fault with orientation of 
160° (A2) and are filled with hydrothermal prod
ucts. The morphology of these fractures in cross
section does not differ from the tension fractures. 

Secondary fractures 
of subgroup A

2 

They have a broad occurrence. Usually are 
found as strike-slip faults with a normal com
ponent or normal faults with strike-slip dis
placement, exhibiting all kinds of transitions 
between horizontal and vertical movements. 
Often striations of same age over slickenslides 
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Fig. 4. Schematic block-diagram showing secondary structures from the zone of dynamic influence of a main strike
slip normal fault of "Kraishtid" orientation (160°) 

NE 

Fig. 5. A schematic cross-section through the ore-bear
ing fractures in Ruen deposit. The lead-zinc mineraliza
tions are indicated by points. The numbers 10-11 show 
the number of the ore body according to the data of the 
mining documentation 

show trans1t1ons from vertical to horizontal 
displacements. The fault surfaces are steep 
with changing vergence passing in some cases 
into strike-slips with a reverse movement. The 
dextral displacements are sharply dominating. 
The secondary fractures A

2 
are closely related 

to the main faults; forming up to several hun
dred meters broad strips. 

The cyclic arrangement in plan of the A2 
structures is characteristic for the entire terri-
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Fig. 6. Secondary order fractures formed in the hanging 
wall of a strike-slip normal fault. 1 - sandstones (Lower 
Triassic); 2 -plane of the main fault; 3 -secondary or
der structures of type A2·b filled by quartz and chalcopy
rite (sketch from the face of an adit in the Rogo deposit, 
West Stara Planina Mountain) 

tory of Bulgaria. To the west of the Eastern 
Topolovgrad fault into each one block en
closed between two faults of Kraishtid orienta
tion are formed two high-rank cycles of ac
companying fractures from the A

2 
subgroup. 

In the eastern block of the western located 
fracture the secondary structures form an 
opened to the north fan. In the western block 
of the eastern fracture the same fan is opened 
to the south. Both cycles may be compared to 



a horizontally laying uncompleted transversal 
wave, which total length, determined by the 
distance between two neighbouring crests is up 
to 40 km. The crest of the "wave" into the east
ern block of the western limiting fracture is 
convex to the north. Into the limits of both 
cycles are distinguished several cycles of 
higher order. Their wide is changing from few 
centimetres up to several kilometres. The well 
defined megacycle of "Kraishtid" and 
"Tvurditsa" fractures from the eastern part of 
the Balkan Peninsula has a total wide of over 
500 km. There are no significant fold related 
genetically to the A

2 
structures outside of the 

Kraishtid structural zone. Fault-related bend
ing of strata is observed only locally, being up 
to several kilometres, (TpoHKOB, 1965; Ka
na:ii:,r:pimeB, 1975, 1982; KaJiaH)J)KHeB, rpHro
poB, 1980). 

Secondary fractures 
of sub-group A, 

In most of the cases they represent right-lat
eral strike-slip faults with a reverse component 
and the genetically related to them strike-slips 
with normal displacement. The dip of the 
faults is gradually changing. At deepest struc
tural levels these are steep fractures. They be
come less steep up, passing into overthrusts, 
often with significant horizontal displacement. 

The secondary fractures in areas of extension 
along the vertical component represent reverse 
faults (A2-B), which get less steep away from the 
main faults (Fig. 4). Such structures are well 
expressed in the hanging wall of the Iskrets Dis
location (Fig. 7), represented by several local 
faults (Kana:ii:,r:pimeB, 1975, 1978, 1979). Frac
tures of same origin are also developed in the 
hanging wall of the Plakalnitsa Fault to the east 
of Iskur River, representing north vergent re
verse faults (CTOHHOB, HeHoB, 1975; XpH
CTOBa-CHHhOBCKa 1993). Among all of them 
the Lyutidol Thrust which is located most away 
from the Plakalnitsa Dislocation is almost hori
zontal. In this case the secondary fractures are 
enclosed in a strip up to 3 km wide. Into areas of 
compression these are reverse faults (A'-B). 
Aside from the main faults they gradually pass 
into normal faults (A'-r), forming up and down 
spread "fans" into the different fault blocks (Fig. 
4). Two cycles of secondary fractures are 
formed. They represent respectively · the crest 
and the keel of the transversal "wave". A very 
well spread up "fan" (the crest of the respective 
"wave") is described in the foot wall of the 
Chouprene Dislocation (Kana:ii:,r:pKHeB, 1990). 
A similar, very illustrative case has been de
scribed by Fox (CrreHcep, 1981, Fig. 8-4). 

The wavy-like cyclic arrangement of the sec
ondary fractures of sub-group A, in the sectors 
of compression is an all over expressed process. 
The cycles are of different size, being 
overimposed. First order cycles are 20-30 km 
wide. They begin with a first order reverse fault, 
ending into a normal fault of opposite vergence. 

In area of the primary structures analogous 
cycles also occur, formed in the sectors of 
compression of both walls of reverse faults of 
higher rank, reaching 5-6 km. Along the limit
ing normal faults are formed secondary frac
tures, formed following the above described 
mechanism for this type of main fractures. In 
the sectors of compression these are normal 
faults (A'-r), in the sectors of extension these 
are normal faults, which are passing into re
verse faults of opposite vergence (A2-B), as far 
as they get away from the main fracture. 

The fan-like cyclic arrangement of struc
tures A 1 may be illustrated (Fig. 7) across the 
northern block of the Iskrets Dislocation, 
Plakalnitsa (EoHqeB, 1910) and Pop-Sokolets 
Faults. 

A 15 km wide cycle of secondary structures 
is established into the Northern block of the 
Iskrets Dislocation (reverse fault to 
overthrust), formed in the sector of extension. 
The "fan" is down opened (Fig. 7). 

The cycle of secondary fractures from the 
uplifted southern block of Plakalnitsa reverse 
fault is limited from the south by the Rasovitsa 
normal fault. Vertical and northern vergente 
fractures with uplifted southern blocks are 
dominating. They exhibit significant vertical 
displacements (TpoHKOB, 1965; Kana:ii:)l:IKHeB, 
IIorroBa, 1981; Kana:ii:)l:IKHeB, 1990). The cycle 
is 5-6 km wide. The "fan" is up opened (Fig. 7) . 

Over the southern block of the Plakalnitsa 
Reverse Fault, a cycle of secondary fractures is 
imposed, formed in the northern block of the 
south-vergent Popsokolets Reverse Fault. The 
fractures represent reverse faults of similar dip 
(A'-B). Getting away from the main dislocation 
the fractures change gradually their dip, pass
ing into normal faults (A'-P) (Fig. 7). To the SE 
the cycle is bordered by the Sedmochislenitsi 
Normal Fault (Kana:ii:)l:IKHeB, 1960). The "fan" 
is up opened, being 5-6 km wide. 

Secondary fractures are formed into the 
southern block of the Sedmochislenitsi Nor
mal Fault and more exactly into the sector of 
extension genetically related to the fault. They 
are· grouped in a cycle of third order. Getting 
away from the primary fault the north-vergent 
normal faults (Zambishki, Central, etc.) over
turn and pass into south-vergent reverse faults 
(Ovchigrubski, Gorskodomski, Strashnovdols-
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Fig. 7. Generalized section (scheme) through the faults of subgroup A
1 

in Vrachanska and Golyama Mountains. 
1 - Iskrets dislocation and secondary fractures in its northern part; 2 - Popsokolets thrust and its secondary frac
tures in both its walls; 3 - secondary structures in the southern wall of the Sedmochislenitsi fault; 4 - Plakalnitsa 
thrust fault and its secondary fractures in its both walls. The faults are indicated by the numbers into the circles as 
follow: I - Iskrets reverse fault (overthrust); 2 - Vrabeshnitsa normal fault; 3 - Rasovo normal fault; 4 -
Popsokolets thrust; 5 - Sedmochislenitsi normal fault; 6 - Plakalnitsa reverse fault; 7 - Vratsa flexure 

ki, etc.) (KanaH)l,)KHeB, 1990). In the same di
rection the order of the structures is increasing, 
but their number is decreasing. The Sedmo
chislenitsi Syncline (Kanai:f_n)I(HeB, 1960), 
which is formed as result represents a shear
fold. The wide of the up opened fan is about 
lkm. 

Into the southern block of the Popsokolets 
reverse fault the most significant secondary 
fracture is the northern vergent Vrabeshnitsa 
normal fault (Illmiir<osa -CHMOBa, CHMOB, 
1972), which is limiting from the south an in
completely developed cycle of secondary frac 
tures. 

A well-developed cycle of fractures. accom
panying the Plakalnitsa reverse fault is ob
served into its northern block. G¢tting away 
from the fault are formed resp~ctively the 
northern verge!}t Chigorilski and Orloveshki 
reverse faults (llop,naHOB et al., 1960, 1961) as 
well as the Vratsa Flexure (EoHqes, 1910), the 
last limiting from the north the cycle. The wide 
of the down-opened fan is 5km. 

Obviously, the Vratsa Flexure represents the 
southern bordering fault of a first order cycle 
of accompanying fractures, formed into the 
southern block of the north vergent Devene 
overthrust (QaHKOB et al., 1979; ATaHacos, 
1980). The cycle is 25-30 km wide. 

To the primary reverse faults genetically are 
related reverse faults, which pass laterally into 
normal faults. From the normal faults in a re
verse order are formed normal faults and re
verse faults of higher order. 

Away from the main fault, the rank of the 
secondary fractures of sub-group A

1 
is in

creasing, but their number is decreasing. 
The shown section (Fig. 7) across the 

Vrachanska, Golyama and Ponor Mountains 
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exhibits the wavy cyclic arrangement of the sec
ondary fractures along the Iskrets and 
Plakalnitsa Faults. Three first-order cycles are 
formed. The central cycle (foot wall of the 
Plakalnitsa Reverse Fault) corresponds to the 
crest of the "wave", the south-western one 
(hanging wall of the Iskrets Dislocation) and 
the north-eastern one (hanging wall of the 
Plakalnitsa Reverse Fault) to its keels. Each 
cycle starts with a reverse fault and ends with a 
normal fault of opposite vergence. The border
ing normal faults of the single cycles are of 
highest order among the accompanying frac
tures of the reverse faults. It is notable that 
along them two cycles from the hanging and 
foot walls of the corresponding two primary re
verse faults are dying out. The vertical displace
ment on the Vratsa Flexure, which is limiting 
the corresponding cycles of the Plakalnitsa Re
verse Fault and Devene Overthrust, is estimated 
to be 4000 m (TpOHKOB 1965). 

Stoyanov (CTO.HHOB, 1977) concluded on the 
basis of his own experimental data, that into the 
sectors of compression folds are also formed. 

Bonchev (EoHqes, 1971) emphasised, that in 
Western Bulgaria the Stara Planina Frontal 
Stripe is formed of para-genetically related 
faults and folds. 

Our observations show that, except for the 
Kraishtid Structural Zone, almost all more 
significant fold edifices on Bulgarian territory 
are genetically related to the structures A

1
• 

The fold axes are most frequently parallel to 
the fault surfaces, even in their local bending. 
Some of the anticlines and synclines from both 
sides are limited by faults and may be de
scribed as intra-fault, other are located on the 
blocks of single fractures and represent fault
related structures. As higher is the density of 



the faults and the vertical displacements along 
them, as higher is the number of the faults and 
their morphology is more complicated. The 
folds disappear with the disappearance of the 
fractures. 

The role of the structures A
1 

for the folding 
may be demonstrated by the case of the Vratsa, 
Golyama, Rzhana and Ponor Mountains, 
where three localities are observed: northern, 
central and southern. 

The northern one includes Vratsa Mountain 
with borders as determined by Tronkov 
(TpoRKOB, 1965) as "Vratsa Block" . Studying 
the ductile deformations next to fault planes, 
the same demonstrates the dominating role of 
the reverse faults for the Alpine folding in the 
area. Almost all folds are located between the 
Pop-Sokolets (from south) and Vratsa Flexure 
from north). This is the 7-llkm wide Stara 
Planina Frontal Stripe (EoHlJeB, 1971, 1986). 
Faults with vertical displacements of 500-
~000m are characteristic for it. Their density is 
high, the distance between the single faults be
. g 300-400 m. Intra-fault, as well as fault-re
ared folds are observed. The strongest folding 

·s expressed in the footwall of the Plakalnitsa 
Reverse Fault, right to its plane in a I 000-
1 ·oom wide stripe. The average distance be
:ween the single faults from the stripe is 1 00-
1 ~om . The folds are parallel to the fractures. 

The southern locality is situated a long the 
krets Dislocation in Ponor and Golyama 

_:fountains. The vertical displacement along 
e dislocation is over 1000 m. In its foot- ll 

• e big fault -bounded Izdremets ncline is 
·ormed (EenMycTaKoB, 1951). A ng numer

thrusts planes, consequent! its southern 
- b (overturned to the North) as well as its 
onhern normal limb are heared (Ka
aiin.)KHeB, 1990). The sub-hori on tal displa
ement to the north is more than 4 km. The 
ocks of the allochtone are strongly folded. 

0Yerturned southern and northern vergent 
ticlines and synclines are characteristic 

-anaii.LJ;)l(HeB, 197 5, 1977). Their lengths are 
::p to several kilometres, and amplitudes up to 
-:oo m. Fold axes trending at 90 and 60-70° are 
·ominating. These are drag folds, formed 
ong the vertical (reverse) and horizontal 

suike-slip) components of the displacements 
ong the Iskrets Dislocation. Single drag 

=- ults with the same orientation are also ob
.:-crved in the allochtone of the Izdremets Syn

. e, especially under the surface of the main 
:must plane. 

The Central locality encloses the northern 
- b of the Izdremets syncline from Ponor 

"Mountain as well as its prolongation to the 

east in Golyama and Rzhana _Mountains. Here 
fractures of sub-group A

1 
are much rarely 

found. The vertical displacement along them 
is insignificant, up to few tens of meters. This 
determines the gentle plastic deformation of 
the Mezosoic sediments. The strata are almost 
horizontal. J aranov (51paHoB, 1960) describes 
this locality as "Lakatnik-Rzhana Aptygmatic 
Zone". 

The change in the direction of the Stara 
Planina Frontal Stripe from 120-130° in the 
Western Balkanids to equatorial, eastern of the 
Malki Iskur River, near the town of Etropole, 
is explained by the expression of the NE trend
ing Etropole Fault Line (EoHlfeB 1971, 1986). 
One of the strongest arguments for its existence 
is also the change of the trend of the anticlines 
to the north of the Stara Planina Frontal 
Stripe. 

However, the existence of such fault line is 
under discussion and is in contradiction with 
some facts, and namely: 

The change of the trend of the Stara Planina 
Frontal Stripe may not be explained with the 
existence of the Etropole Fault Line. In this lo
cality the structures belonging to the Stara 
Planina Frontal Stripe do not intersect and are 
not displaced by fractures of NE trend. 
Antonov (AHTOHOB, 1976) has demonstrated, 
that the Plakalnitsa Fault as an element of the 
Stara Plan ina Frontal Stripe preserves its E-W 
trend and continues uninterrupted to the east 
across the supposed Etropole crypto linea
ment. 

The above mentioned change in the direc
tion of the anticline structures around the me
ridian of Etropole Town may not be explained 
by the existence of such fault line. The most 
important argument is that the folding is ge
netically connected to the fractures of group 
A1• In opposite the fracture of sub-group A2, to 
which should be included the Etropole Dislo
cation are accompanied by insignificant sub
parallel bending of the strata. 

It has been demonstrated, that the change in 
the trend of A

1 
structures from WNW to E-W, 

getting to the east from the primary planetary 
Kraishtid-Vardar Lineament, is a regular pro
cess, which may be seen on all so far published 
geological maps of Bulgaria. To this regularity 
is connected the already mentioned change in 
the trend of the folds, synchronously with the 
fractures of the Stara Planina Frontal Stripe, 
following everywhere the trend of the latest. 
This regularity may be demonstrated even on 
very short distances. For example, southern of 
Praveshka Lakavitsa Village, in a section of 
equatorial trend of the Plakalnitsa Fault, nu-
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merous dykes belonging to the Lakavitsa sub
volcanic edifice (KaJiaii;J,:>KHeB, TinpBaHoB, 
1982) follow very precisely the trend of the dis
location. The trend of the dykes changes from 
E-W to WNW, depending on the orientation of 
the fault, as it is for the folds of the Stara 
Planina Frontal Stripe. 

The change in the trend of the fault-related 
~Ids, depending on the structures A

1 
are also 

demonstrated by the behaviour of the Iskrets 
Dislocation. The fold axes being parallel to 
fractures of the dislocation exhibit trends from 
west to east as following: 100° (Gubeshka Syn
cline), 90° (Izdremets Syncline, in the space 
between Petro han Pass and Peak Izdremets ), 
100-11 oo (Izdremets Syncline, in the space be
tween Peak Izdremets and Koznitsa Moun
tain), 90° (Etropole Syncline). 

Secondary Fractures 
of Group B 
These are left lateral strike-slip faults, with 
normal component. The fault planes are verti
cal or abrupt, with frequently changing ver
gence. Along the vertical displacement, no 
matter of the kinematical type of the main dis
locations in plan (A2, A1 and B), the secondary 
structures B (B1) are sub-horizontal. Fre
quently they are developed following the bed
ding. In plan these are opened fractures, filled 
with fault gouge. They are not suitable as host
ing structures for endogene mineralizations. 
So far, no special investigations on their mor
phological peculiarities are made. 

Feathering structures 
and their possible origin 

Fractures that in plan or in cross-section are 
linked to faults of higher order are determined 
as feathering structures. It is assumed, that 
they are regularly disposed to the main fault. 
However, the genetical relation between the 
main and feather structures is not discussed. 
This has lead to the elaboration of insuffi
ciently grounded hypothesis for the forming of 
feather joints. After BoJihtPCOH, JlKOBJieB 
( 1985) the strike-slips are related feather frac
tures of two systems of shearing and one of ten
sion. The tension fractures make an acute 
angle with the main fracture. One system of 
shearing makes an obtuse angle with the main 
fault. The second shear system is parallel to 
the strike-slip. Experimental data of Stoyanov 
(CT05IHOB, 1977) show that into the sectors of 
stretching tension fractures are formed, but 
they are disposed crosswise to the primary 
fault and during there development tend to 
deflect to the direction of the external forces. 
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In real geological conditions such transversal 
fractures have not been observed yet. As it has 
been mentioned above, fracture with morphol
ogy analogical to tension fractures, in fact rep
resent opened structure A

2
, formed into sectors 

of stretching, filled with products of hydro
thermal activity. Everywhere along them pre
ore horizontal displacements have been ac
complished (Kalaidjiev, 1997, Fig. 6). Experi
mental data of Stoyanov (Cro5IHOB, 1977) 
show, that during the process of deformation 
fractures A2, which deflect at higher angle 
from the main fracture get "some normal dis
placement or become opened". In real geo
logical conditions this angle varies from oo to 
80-85°. Such way, the shear fractures parallel 
to the strike-slip also belong to sub-group A2• In 
the examined schema, the joints, which have 
been conferred to the first group of shear frac
tures in fact, represent the A1 structures, formed 
into the sector of compression. Their kinemati
cal type is correctly determined. In this schema 
fractures of sub-group B are missing. 

According to all the authors mentioned 
above, the normal faults are branched by ex
tension fractures which have a reverse deepen
ing into the hanging wall along the fault main 
displacement plane. Nevertheless, in a section 
those are the same open structures AzCA2-b) as 
shown in the Fig. 6. In map view they are par
allel to the main fault planes only in separate 
cases. There are shear fractures on the scheme 
presented in the normal fault hanging wall 
which are more oblique than the main fault 
plane. These faults are not correctly deter
mined as overthrusts. These are structures 
A1(A

1) formed into the contraction sectors 
which are presented only like normal faults. 
Considering the strike-slip zones from a me
chanical point of view it could be concluded 
that the fractures along the normal faults and 
the first shearing system along the strike-slips 
(from a geological point of view) according to 
their kinematical type are one and the same 
structures. On that scheme the fractures B are 
missing as well. 

The same considerations, but in reverse type, 
are valid also for the scheme of the fracture 
formation which are branching the over
thrusts. The ramp fractures are not structures 
of extension, but are structures of type A2

• The 
overthrusts with an opposite dip in respect to 
the main fault plane are fractures of type N. 
They change their behaviour from overthrusts 
to normal faults with reverse dip with increas
ing of the distance from the basic fault plane. 

The branching fractures at the fault bends 
shown by the same authors in both map view 



and section are not genetically related to the 
last ones and could not .be considered as their 
secondary structures. 

As an example for the lack of a genetic rela
tion between both the branched and branch
ing structures, could be pointed out the pres
ence of a rare ore deposit which structure 
scheme is worked out by Ribalkov and is pub
lished in the Smirnov's monograph "Geology 
of the minerals" (1972, fig. 372, p. 669). The 
main ore veins in the deposit are hosted into 
left-lateral strike-slip faults with a direction of 
50-60°. Their satellite relatively smaller ore 
veins are hosted into right lateral strike-slip 
faults with an orientation of 5-20° . These hori
zontal displacements show that the branching 
fractures have not a genetic relation with the 
main ones and could not be considered as their 
secondary structures. 

As a second example in that relation could be 
considered the scheme of the fractures branch
ing strike-slip faults worked out by Sonyushkin 
and published by Azhgirey (1966, Fig. 107, p. 
159). The main structures marked as zones 1 
and 2 have an orientation of about 60°, host por
phyritic diabases and obviously ore mineraliza
tions. They are involved in dextral strike-slips. 
The feather joints that are characterized by the 
same filling have an orientation of 10-35°. They 
exhibit a left lateral strike-slip character, which 
shows that they are not genetically related to the 
main fractures and do not represent their sec
ond order fractures. 

The most probable interrelations between 
the main and the secondary ("branching") 
fractures in respect to their horizontal and ver
tical component are shown in the designed 
block-diagram (Fig. 4). 

San Andreas Fault -
an analogue 
of the Kraishtid-Vardar Lineament 

The San Andreas Fault along the West Pacific 
Ocean coast (California) is clearly a first-order 
fracture analogous to the Kraishtid-Vardar 
Lineament. According to the USA Tectonic 
Map (1961) its orientation in NW-SE direction 
changes in the following sequence: 145°, 11 oo, 
130°. Its subequatorial bending occurs along 
the West margin of Great Valley. The average 
trend of the dislocation on the USA territory is 
135°. According to Crowell, cited by Spencer 
(CrreHcep, 1981) the right-lateral strike-slip 
displacement since the beginning of the Mi
ocene is 200 km. 

The secondary structure formation along the 
San Andreas Fault is quite similar to that from 
the eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula. 

The secondary order fractures of the San
Andreas Fault up to a distance of 100 km apart 
from both walls are analyzed by Moody, Hill 
(1956). The published data analysis allows the 
faults San Jasinto, El Sinjora, Englewood, San 
Gabriel, San Gregorio, etc., to be considered as 
structures A2 in its SW wall. As structures AI 
are determined the faults: Santa Cruse, Santa 
Inesa, Najimienta, etc. The Howard and 
Calveras fractures are determined as fractures 
of subgroup A2• The last one was especially in
vestigated by Saul (CrreHcep, 1981). It is a 2 km 
wide zone of faulting with an orientation of 150° 
which consists of several single right lateral 
strike-slip faults. The fault Garlock passes al
most normally across the planetary dislocation 
(Davis, Burchfiel, 1973 ). It is a left -lateral strike 
slip fault with an orientation of 60°. There is no 
doubt that it is a structure of type B. 

As a rule, there is a tendency of changing the 
orientation of the established fractures in the 
East block of the San Andreas Fault (this block 
includes also the well-known Basin and Range 
Provinces), depending on the distance to the 
East from the main dislocation plane. Almost 
all the fractures have a NNW orientation in the 
area closely to that plane as well as those in the 
most west part of the Basin and Range Province 
(the east part of California and the west part of 
Nevada). Here as one of the biggest structures 
could be mentioned the right lateral strike-slip 
fault Walker-Lain described by Steward 
(CrreHcep, 1981). The faults in Nevada and 
Utah to the east are oriented along the merid
ian and shift to the NE. Their directions reach 
15-20°. Obviously, this is a case of a megacycle 
in the ordering of the structures A2 into the east 
block of the San Andreas Fault shaped as a fan 
opened to the North. The maximum width of the 
"fa" is more than 1000 km. Higher order incom
plete cycles could be recognized in the frame of 
the megacycle. 

A normal change of the fracture directions 
in the so-called Basin and Range Province 
could be illustrated very well by a relevant 
map designed by Lukyanov (Belousov, 1989. 
Fig. 47, p. 113). 

Secondary order fractures 
in the geological evolution 
of the Eastern part 
of the Balkan Peninsula 

The undulate cyclic arrangement of the struc
tures A

2 
(in map view) and AI (in cross-section 
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view), no matter of the rank of the first order 
fractures, obviously suggests that the fault net 
in the Eastern Part of the Balkan Peninsula has 
been set as result of exogenetic forces indepen
dently of the endogenetic processes acting into 
our planet. The formation of the faults has be
gun during the early stages (not later than late 
Archean and early Proterozoic, when the con
tinental crust became brittle enough) of the 
geological evolution of the Earth (XaiiH, MH
xaiiJioB, 1985). 

The crossing of ones and the same Pre-Cam
brian faults of "Kraishtid" and "Tvarditsa" 
orientation through all the territory of Bul
garia without any breaking and independently 
of the different tectonic units recognized by the 
different authors, is clearly a serious problem 
in front of the already proposed plate-tectonic 
models for the Eastern part of the Balkan Pen
insula. The Hercynian manifestations of the 
Kostalevo - Mihalkovo fault in the West 
Balkan Mountain (KaJiaH.ll;:>KHeB, 1977) as 
well as its Old Cimmerian movements in the 
Ihtiman Sredna Gora Mountain exclude the 
possibility the Central Sredna Gora Mountain 
to be interpreted as a Early Mesozoic accre
ational block (BacHJieB, 1989, 1993). 

The geological evolution of the East part of 
the Balkan Peninsula is accomplished under 
conditions of meridian and equatorial oriented 
external compressional forces. They have been 
changing their orientation and places during 
different stages. The both forces manifest 
themselves by pulsation even during one and 
the same deformation stage, b1,1t always in 
domination of one of them. As a whole, the 
meridional tectonic force has c~used the main 
structure formation due to its higher durability 
and intensity. As a result a right lateral strike
slip displacement has occurred along the 
Kraishtid-Vardar lineament and secondary 
structures of type A2, A1 and B havs been 
formed first. Following, a left-lateral strike
slip faulting has been manifested by opposite 
horizontal displacements along the already 
existing as well as along the newly-formed sec
ondary fractures. This deformation has been 
caused by the second compression strength 
(equatorial) along the lineament. The struc
tures A2 and A

1 
are presented already as left 

(A1
2 and A2 

2) and B - like right strike-slip 
faults (W). 

With a big certainty it might be set that the 
secondary structure formation caused by the 
right-lateral strike-slip faulting along the 
Kraishtid-Vardar lineament could be condi
tionally considered as the main one, and the 
left-lateral strike-slip faulting, as over-imposed. 
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The secondary structures A2, A1 and B, on 
the one hand, and A/, A/ and B1

, on the other 
hand, play a specific role in the geological evo
lution of the region. 

Being formed into the extensional sectors the 
structures A2 (in map view) are opened frac
tures, especially those with a meridional and 
NE orientation. There are grabens and horsts 
formed along their length. They played the 
role of channels for penetration of magmatic 
melts and endogene solutions. The meridional 
and NE fractures have played an extremely 
important role for the magma and mineraliza
tion distribution into the higher structural lev
els (KaJiaH.LJ;)I(HeB, 1997). They host numerous 
single magmatic bodies and nearly all vein
type mineralizations on Bulgarian territory. The 
Vardar and Struma rifts are formed during the 
neotectonic stage (3arop'tleB, 1970). 

At the same time the fractures of subgroup 
A1 are closed. In spite of this, a number of 
magmatic bodies are localized along them be
cause of the extremely high tectonic deforma
tions of the rocks due to brecciation, 
cataclasis, significant vertical displacements 
as well as the favourable distributive role of 
faults A2• For the same reasons they represent 
preferred structures for location of endo
genetic mineralizations of metasomatic type. 
As it was shown above, the process of the fold 
formation as a whole is related to the reverse 
faulting ( overthrusting) along the fractures of 
subgroup A1• 

The structures A1
2

, like the structures A1, are 
closed. They are represented mainly in the 
Kraishtid Structural Zone. The high density 
and the high rank of the early formed frac
tures A2 with a NNW orientation is the reason 
for the manifestation of significant reverse 
faults (overthrusts) and the genetically related 
to them fold structures. 

The superimposed left lateral strike-slip 
faulting on the structures A1 contribute to their 
opening as it is with the right lateral strike-slip 
faulting along the fractures A2• Thus they rep
resent already wide zones of strike-slip normal 
faults (A/). All the facts mentioned increased 
much more their conductivity for intruding of 
magmatic melts and contributed to the forma
tion of a number of magmatic bodies. That is 
why the fractures A1 represent magma-bearing 
chambers in both case of right lateral strike-slip 
faulting and especially in the case of left lateral 
strike-slip faulting along them. The Sredna 
Gora Paleorift is also located along them. 

In case of left-lateral strike-slip displace
ment along the Kraishtid-Vardar lineament 
are formed dome-shaped uplifts, calderas and 



stratovolcanoes as a result of the mechanical 
activity of the magmatic melts intruding up
wards. Those are the stages of the evolution of 
the Eastern part of the Balkan Peninsula in 
which the structures A, (Al) are opened. There 
are formed many concentric (ring-like) mag
matic-tectonic fractures of extension and 
shearing caused by local radial deformations. 
The vertical displacement of the structures A

2
, 

A, and B caused by the magmo-tectonic frac
tures has lead to their breaking and even to 
their full disappearance. The superimposed, in 
the same time left-lateral strike-slip faulting 
along the planetary primary dislocation trans
forms the ring fractures into structures A/, A/ 
and B1• Nevertheless, in most of the cases the 
basic structure formation renewed later in the 
radial dislocation area have not been able to 
compensate the deficit of the previously ne
glected fractures of the type A and B. For this 
reason, in most cases the predominated num
ber of the fractures in the dome-shaped uplifts, 
calderas and stratovolcanoes are of type A1

2
, A/ 

and B'. A typical example is the Davidkovo ore 
field. The hydrothermal mineralizations in its 
northern part are hosted into A2 fractures of NW 
trend (deposits: Bahteritsa, Sturnitsa, Chestoka, 
Krushevo ). The ore veins wedge out along the 
northern periphery of the convex to the NW 
semi-ring fault belt. The mineralizations in the 
South part of the ore field are nearly entirely lo
cated into the arch-bent magmatic-tectonic 
fractures of the belt mentioned (deposits and 
mineralizations: Belevsko, Krustatitsa, Shtip
chenyovo, Krushevo Dere, Kupena, Mecha 
Dupka, Pelit Borun). The basic structure for
mation has been reactivated even before the pre
ore formation stage of the ore field evolution. 
Krastatitsa and Davidkovo faults (HacpTanH, 
1974, 1988) being structures of type A2 displace 
with a dextral movement the magmatic-tec
tonic fracture. Some fractures of subgroup A2 

consisting polymetal mineralizations are form
ed and located in the NW quadrant on the 
background of the magmatic-tectonic fractures 
in the Krustatitsa deposit. According to the 
mining documentation more substantial are the 
"zones" 1 and 9. 

Ore-controlling role 
of the secondary 
fault structures 

The regional location of the endogenic ore 
mineralizations as elongated in NNW-SSE di
rection areas has been considered for Bulgaria 
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in number of papers (reprenqeB et al., 1974; 
reprenqeB et al., 1977; Dragov, 1975; ,lJ;paroB 
et al. , 1976, etc.). 

It is a fact that the Kraishtid structural zone 
and the first-order secondary fractures of the 
subgroup A

2 
located as in NW as well as in NE 

quadrants were important ore-conducting 
structures for the hydrotermal solutions. The 
endogenic mineralizations are localized along 
the channels most often like linearly elon
gated ore-bearing areas. Those are well-mani
fested ore zones whose length on Bulgarian 
territory is up to 100 km and the width, 20 - 30 
km. Obviously, the "Kraishtid" type faults play 
an important ore-controlling role. 

In the westernmost part of the Bulgarian ter
ritory, in the area of the Kraishtid structural 
zone two well-manifested ore-bearing areas 
elongated to the NNW occur. One of them is 
the well-known ore-bearing belt of "Osogovo
Byasna Kobila" nominated by Mankov (MbH
KOB, 1968, 1984). The second ore-bearing area 
is isolated in the western wall of the Trun
Kosharevo fault. The endogenic mineraliza
tions are mainly related to the Rouy and 
Lyutskan intrusives. The ore zone is 20 km long 
and 6 km wide. The ore mineralizations pre
sented are of gold (Zlata, Krushov Dol, 
Krastato Darvo), lead (Koyn, Rouy), barite 
(Zeleny Grad, Murgavitsa, Malostrouy Dol), 
mercury (Trun, Branishte). To the SSE as con
tinuation of the same zone could be consid
ered the ore shows Divlya (barite), Boboshevo 
(barite, copper), Synanitsa (molybdenum), 
Murata (lead), Petrovo (tungsten, molybde
num, lead, zinc), Pari! (lead), etc. It is obvious 
that along the continuation of the same 
metallogenic unit on the Serbian territory are 
located the big copper deposits Bor, Veliky 
Krivel, Maidanpek. 

A number of endogenic mineralizations 
form ore zones elongated along the Belo
gradchick-Mesta fault. Typical examples for 
these mineralizations in the West Balkan are 
the deposits: Martinovo (iron, molybdenum, 
and tungsten), Chiprovtsi (lead, silver, and 
fluorite), Govezhda (gold), etc. The gold min
eralizations on the southern Vitosha Mountain 
slope are related to the same dislocation; they 
have been subject of large-scale mining in the 
past. Here are also located the copper ore 
manifestations of Chouypetlovo and Pala
kariya. In the Plana Mountain this ore zone is 
represented by the copper deposit Studenets; 
in the Rhodope Mountains- by the ore mani
festations of Babyack (Dunyova Dupka - mo
lybdenum; Belyova Planina and Yurukovo -
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tungsten), Ribnovo (antimony), Skrebatno 
(lead, zinc), etc. 

The ore-forming role of the Preboynitsa
Begalita dislocation was clarified by the au
thor in a previous publication (Kalaidjiev, 
1997). The most significant ore concentrations 
in that region are the deposits: Plakalnitsa 
(copper, lead, zinc), Sedmochislenitsi (lead, 
zinc), Kremikovtsi (iron, barite), Bouhovo (ura
nium). The mineralizations are included in the 
defined by Dragov et al. (,llparoB et al., 1976) 
Iskur Ore Zone. In SSE direction some other 
ore deposits and shows belonging to the same 
zone,Atmt out of the limits of West Stara Planina 
Mountain occur. These are: Kostenets (ura
nium), Golack (iron), Gruncharitsa (tung
sten), Removo (lead, zinc), Srebren (lead, zinc), 
Sarnitsa (tungsten, molybdenum), etc. 

The most important endogenic concentra
tions of copper, lead, zinc and fluorite on Bul
garian territory are localized into the crustal 
block bounded by Kostalevo-Madan and Da
vidkovo-Ostritsa faults. In that linearly elon
gated metallogenic unit are included the 
Panagyurishte and Central Rhodope Moun
tains ore zones defined by Dragov et al. (,llparoB 
et al., 1976). This ore-bearing territory could be 
more precisely nominated as Panagyurishte
Central Rhodope ore zone. The Botevgrad
Etropole ore region is located in its northern

. most part. It includes Trudovets-Lakavitsa, 
Vatiya and Etropole ore fields (Karraif,rpKHeB, 
1977). Of economic value are some deposits of 
copper (Elatsite, Vatiya), gold (Sveshti Plast, 
Dolna Kamenitsa, etc.), barite (Kashana, etc.). 

The Central Sredna Gora Mountain hosts 
numerous significant ore deposits: Chelopech 
(copper, gold), Medet ( c per), Asarel (cop
per), Eleshnitsa ( coppe , pyrite), Radka (cop
per), Petelovo (gold), nd others. They all be
long to the Panagy ishte-Central Rhodope 
Mountains ore zone. he southernmost part of 
this ore zone include the Central Rhodope 
Mountains ore region. The numerous lead
zinc deposits are groupe in the Luki, Madan, 
and Davidkovo ore fields. e fluorite miner
alizations are located close to he Kostalevo
Miha!kovo fault plane. They are defined as 
Mihalkovo ore field. 

The eastern wall of the Davidkovo-Ostrets 
fault hosts the lead-zinc mineralizations of the 
Ardino ore field. 

The numerous ore mineralizations occur
ring along and in the vicinity of the Haskovo 
fault plane belong to the Morozovo ore area 
(gold, molybdenum), Spahievo (lead, zinc, 
gold), and Zvezdel-Pcheloyad (lead, zinc, 
gold) ore fields. 
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Some isolated ore areas occur in the crustal 
block bounded by both the Merichleri fault 
(from the West) and Svilengrad-Nikopol fault 
(from the East). These are: Rouda (molybde
num), Stara Zagora (barite, copper, gold) as 
well as Madzharovo ore field (lead, zinc, gold, 
silver), and Popsko ore field (lead, zinc, gold) . 
Here are also included the deposits Sveta Ma
rina (lead, zinc), Rozino (gold), etc. 

The Topolovgrad fault controls the follow
ing ore deposits: Dolno Panicherevo (molyb
denum), Prohorovo (copper), Ustrem (lead, 
zinc). 

The A2 structures which are of secondary 
order in respect to the "Kraishtid" dislocations 
are of a big importance for the ore-formation, 
depending on their orientation (Kanaii,ll)KHeB, 
1977; Kanaif,Il)KHeB, 1988). 

The important ore-controlling role of the 
"Tvarditsa" fault system is pointed out by 
Gergelchev crepreJiqeB et al. 1970). The endo
genetic deposits from the Eastern Rhodope 
Mountains are grouped in the Avren-Madzha
rovo ore zone (llocH<PoB et al., 1987). 

The fractures of subgroup A 1 are the main 
structures hosting endogene ores on the terri
tory of Bulgaria. Among them the deposits of 
metasomatic type are dominating. They are lo
cated in the well-studied Stara Planina Moun
tains (West Balkan) and Sredna Gora Moun
tains metallogenic zones as well as in the 
Rouen ore field. 

The kinematics of the ore-bearing fractures 
in respect to their normal faulting component 
was already mentioned for the Rosen ore field 
and the deposits Vurly Bryag and Rouen. The 
published data analysis shows that the apo
physes of the main veins in the deposits of the 
Madan ore field fill in secondary structures as 
follows: Stratiev Karnak (MaHeB, llrHaTOBCKH 
1981; reoprHeB, 1984) - A2·b and AI·P; Laykov 
Chukar (EoHeB, 1986) - A2-P; Metlivko (Konh
KOBCKH, MaHeB, 1988) - A2-b. According to 
the mining documentation of the Davidkovo 
ore field, the vein "Bahteritsa 2" is accompa
nied by a secondary fracture A 1

·P called "zone 
2 - Chestoka". In the "Katrandzhika" deposit 
of the same ore field a dislocation marked as 
"zone 2" is accompanied by an A2

·b structure, 
the last hosting an ore apophysis known as 
"zone 1 ". 

According to the above-described results, 
an important relationship could be deter
mined - the ore-bearing role of the secondary 
fractures along the vertical component is de
termined by the kinematic type of the main 
fractures in map view. When the first order 
structures are of A

2 
subgroup then ore-bearing 



secondary fractures are normal faults (N·P 
and A2-P (as well as the thrust faults (A2-b). It is 
on the contrary in the · case of first order struc
tures of subgroup A

1
• The ore apophyses are 

related only to the secondary normal faulting 
fractures (N-P and A2-P) because of their closed 
character. There is no hydrothermal economic 
mineralizations hosted into the accompanying 
thrust faults (A z-b). This relationship is well
expressed also for the metasomatic ores of the 
"Sedmochislenitsi" deposit (KaJiaii,JJ)KHeB et 
al., 1981, 1982; KaJiaH,II)KHeB, 1990). Here, the 
secondary normal faults (A2-P) of the main 
Sedmochislenitsi fault control some signifi
cant in size stockwork-like and lens-like ore 
bodies. With increasing of the distance from 
the main fault plane (to the SW) and the tran
sition of the normal faults into thrust faults the 
ore bodies acquire a layer-like form and rap
idly reduce their thickness. 

Conclusions 

The tectonic fractures in the eastern part of the 
Balkan Peninsula are of synthetic and anti
thetic type. They have occurred as result of a 
secondary structural formation in strike-slip 
zones (in mechanical sense). They were formed 
in the zone of dynamical influence of the 
Kraishtid-Vardar first order lineament. The 
fault network is formed by stresses which are 
generated under periodical changes of our 
planet axis spin velocity. A pulsing permanent 
change of the signs of the horizontal displace
ments occurs along the planetary fractures. In 
result is exhibited the wavy nature of the 
propagation of the gravitational-inertia forces, 
and the originating in relation to them internal 
stresses. The meridian tectonic strength could 
be distinguished as the main one, based on its 
continuity and intensity in the process of struc
tural formation. 

The secondary structures A2, A1 and B, on 
the one hand, and A/, A/ and B1 - on the 
other, play a specific role in the geological evo
lution of the investigated region. 

The magma-tectonic faults are the result of 
the endogenic processes. An important reason 
for their formation is the opened character of 
the fractures At 

The folding is genetically related mainly to 
the structures of type A

1
• The bigger is the den

sity of the faults of that subgroup and more sig
nificant are the amplitudes of the vertical dis
placements along them, the bigger is the num
ber of the folds and their morphology is more 
complex. The cosmic nature of the external 

forces is expressed also by a wide manifested 
secondary structural formation in stabilized 
landslides and rockslides of Quaternary age 
(KaJiaM,Ll)KHeB, rpHropoB, 1980; KaJiaii
)J)l(HeB, 1977; MocKOBCKH, MaH)JOB, 1988). It 
is also well expressed in allochthonous bodies 
located at a great distance from the root zone 
of the "errosional overthrusts" (KaJiaH)J)I<HeB, 
1975, 1978, 1982, 1990, 1997). One and the 
same fractures independently of their rank 
cross together rocks of the autochthon, 
allochthon and the landslides. 

Many researchers consider that some joints 
are formed initially and the fault net is super
imposed on them later on. In fact, there are 
certain conditions described also by Stoyanov 
(CTOSIHOB, 1977) under which the secondary 
structures (or as whole those of higher order) 
may precede the visual manifestation of the 
main faults . This is possible when the lithos
phere is not brittle enough yet to ensure the 
main fracture formation and to preserve the 
already occurred ruptures, excepting the frac 
tures genetically related to them. Obviously, 
that is the visual picture of the fracturing dur
ing the still unfinished processes of the regional 
metamorphism rock formation, granitization, 
crystalization of the magmatic melts and di
agenetic increase of density of the sedimentary 
products. Specialized investigations on that 
problem by using the case of the sediment 
rocks of the Fore-Balkan are performed by 
Vuchev (1994). The author pointed out that 
the cracks are formed a little bit earlier or im
mediately after the rock lithification " ... probably 
before the catagenesis stage under condition of 
an active stress field." . 

According to Strahov (CTpaxoB, 1978), dur
ing the early and late diagenesis the sediments 
are only locally slightly lithified, in form of 
separate spots. The entire rock lithification oc
curs during the later stages of catagenesis and 
metagenesis. Thus, the grade of litification 
predestines the fracture formation during the 
lithogenesis only in some limited areas . The 
broad fault and fracture development occurs 
only later during the catagenesis and 
metagenesis stages. For this reason the frac
tures formed during the earliest stages of the 
lithification precede the visual appearance of 
their correspondent main dislocations. This 
conclusion may be in agreement to the results 
of Vuchev (Bb"'eB, 1994) obtained from the 
sediments of the Fore-Balkan, if the Strahov's 
assumption for limited lithification of the rocks 
during the stage of the lithogenesis is accepted. 
As an example of fracturing under condition 
of still unfinished magma crystallization may 
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be given the Seslavtsi-Buhovo intrusion. Dur
ing the cooling of that body before the fault 
manifestation the melt flowing had occurred 
preferably through the already formed frac
tures of subgroup A2 of N and NE trend. These 
secondary fractures had played a magma con
ductive role leading to the origin of some pri
mary flow parallel structures. 

An important feature of the space distribu
tion of the faults and fractures is their cyclic 
arrangement in both map view (subgroup A2) 

and in cross-section (subgroup A,), depending 
on their remoteness from the main fractures 
corresponding to them. The clarifying of that 
relationship for any concrete regions is a pre
condition for a more reliable prognosis of the 
fractures configuration in the rock complexes 
situated at lowe~structural levels. 

The investigations performed by the author 
do not confirm the existence of the conjugated 
regmatic fault pairs on the eastern part of the 
Balkan Peninsula (EoHqeB, 1971, 1986). 

There are no specialized investigations on 
the secondary fractures in the West block of 
the Kraishtid-Vardar lineament. 

Under the action of the meridian tectonic 
force first order faults A2 with a NE-SW orien
tation, considered above are formed. They are 
analogous to those of subgroup A2 with a NW
SE orientation. In map view the last ones are 
shown as left lateral strike-slip faults. The ori
entation and the kinematics of their secondary 
fractures are reversed compared to that of the 
primary ·planetary dislocations. That relation
ship could be illustrated as an example by the 
Great-Glen and North Baykal faults. 

The first structure is located in North Scot
land. After the description of W Kennedy 
(XaiiH, MnxaftnoB, 1985) it represents a deep
set strike-slip fault with a sinistral displace
ment of more than 100 km. The fault is fol
lowed on the surface for more than 700 km. 
The average trend of the main fracture is 40°. 
The "system of strike-slips" of Scotland de
signed by Yaroshevsky (XaiiH, MnxaiinoB, 
1985, Fig. 72, p. 195) shows that the different 
rank fractures independently of their orienta
tion are formed in the dynamic zone of influ
ence of the Great-Glen fault which is wide 
more than 350 km. Three second -order frac
tures could be followed in its NW block which 
being sub-parallel to its main plane. Their 
rank becomes higher with increasing of the 
distance in a NW direction. Those three sec
ondary fractures could be presented as struc
tures A

2 
because a left lateral strike-slip dis

placement occurred on all of them. There is a 
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500 oriented fracture in the SW wall of the pri
mary dislocation which in map view joints to 
the main plane of the last one and along which 
left lateral strike-slip movements have oc
curred. There are also three 50° oriented left 
strike-slip faults formed in the same block 
which is an evidence for fractures of subgroup 
A,. The middle one of the last three faults is 
accompanied by other three higher order left 
strike-slip faults of 20° trend in its NW wall 
and which therefore could be determined as 
structures A2• The most SE secondary fracture 
in the SE wall is accompanied by a left strike
slip fault with an orientation of 15°. That is 
also a fracture of subgroup A2• There is a frac
ture transversal to the Great Glen Fault in the 
North part of the investigated area shown on 
the map of Yaroshevsky (XaiiH, MnxaiiJioB, 
1985) along which a right lateral strike-slip 
faulting has occurred. 

The North Baykal Fault after studies of 
Naumov (XaiiH, MHXaHJIOB, 1985, Fig. 69, p. 
191) is a "left-lateral deep marginal fracture" 
with a NE orientation which passes along the 
periphery of the North Baykal plateau from 
the Siberian platform and at some distance 
nearly bounds to the west the Baykal Lake. 

The fracture width is determined as being of 
30-50 km and its length - 1500 km. The most 
complex is the structure of the primary dislo
cation in the area of its submeredional bend
ing. Here are present a number of single frac
tures which build up the fault belt. There is a 
number of different order fractures in its SE 
block which are formed in the compressional 
sector at the bending mentioned above. They 
are structures A

1
• The primary regional struc

ture is cut nearly along the all its length by a 
dense set of transversal faults with lengths of 
hundred kilometres. Those are structures of 
subgroup B which are often intruded by elon
gated magmatic bodies. 

The proposed scheme of Moody and Hill 
(Xnnc, 1967) concerning the correlation 
among the faults of first, second and third or
der is not confirmed in the real geological en
vironment. 
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